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ABSTRACT. This article examines the Tractatus de musica of Jerome of Moray (‘de Moravia’),
affirming his Scottish identity, as proposed by Michel Huglo in 1994. It argues that the Tractatus de
musica presents an important overview of Parisian music theory in the thirteenth century, relating to
both chant and mensurable music in that century, because it combines the views of several generations:
the Positio discantus vulgaris, which he says was used ‘among the nations’; the De mensurabili
musica of John of Garland, who corrected its deficiencies; and the treatises of Franco of Cologne and
Petrus Picardus. It considers Jerome’s career in three phases: his exposure to music and music theory
in Scotland; his studies in Paris, most likely under John of Garland, perhaps at the cathedral school of
Notre-Dame; and his involvement in the liturgical reforms within the Dominican Order, implemented
by its Master, Humbert of Romans in 1256. Rather than assigning Franco’s Ars cantus mensurabilis
to 1280 (as proposed by Wolf Frobenius) and Jerome’s Tractatus to sometime after this, I suggest that
Jerome was exposed to John of Garland’s teaching in the 1240s and that the Franconian system may
have started to gain ground in the 1250s. Jerome compiled his Tractatus over a period of time, adding
an excerpt about cosmic music from the commentary of Thomas Aquinas on Aristotle’sDe caelo perhaps
as early as 1271 or 1272, in response to the criticisms of John of Garland and his followers being made by
Johannes de Grocheio.

The Tractatus de musica by the Dominican friar Jerome de Moravia has long been rec-
ognised as the most important overview of thirteenth-century writing on music.1

After providing theoretical background largely from Boethius, it offers in chapters
20–5 an important discussion of Dominican plainchant and in chapter 26 four com-
plete treatises on organum, organised chronologically.2 The first is the otherwise
unknown Positio discantus vulgaris, followed by our only complete copy of John of
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1 Hieronimus de Moravia, Tractatus de musica, ed. Christian Meyer and Guy Lobrichon, with Carola
Hertel-Geay, Corpus Christianorum Continuatio Mediaeualis 250 (Turnhout, 2012). Laura Weber
includes an English translation of Jerome’s treatise in ‘Intellectual Currents in Thirteenth Century
Paris: A Translation and Commentary on Jerome of Moravia’s Tractatus de musica’, Ph.D. diss., Yale
University (2009), based on the earlier edition by Simon M. Cserba, Hieronimus de Moravia O.P.
Tractatus de musica (Regensburg, 1935).

2 At the beginning of chapter 26, Tractatus, ed.Meyer and Lobrichon, 176, Jerome says that he presents five
positions, but in fact he offers just four.
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Garland’s De mensurabili musica and two more widely circulated texts: the Ars cantus
mensurabilis of Franco of Cologne and the Franconian Ars motettorum attributed here
to Petrus Picardus. There is much uncertainty, however, about when these four
works and Jerome’s Tractatuswere written. Frobenius argued that Franco was writing
c.1280, on the grounds that he must be writing after the Anonymous of St Emmeram,
preserved in a manuscript dated to 1279.3 This implies not only a late date for Jerome’s
Tractatus, but also an unexplained hiatus between the flowering of polyphony at
Notre-Dame in the time of Perotin (fl. 1200–30?) and discussion of musica mensurabilis
in the 1270s and 1280s. This study questions such a chronology by considering
Jerome’s career in three phases: his early background before coming to France; his
studies in Paris; and his relationship to the process of liturgical reform implemented
in 1256 by Humbert of Romans, Master of the Order (1254–63). While any attempt
to assign clear dates to Jerome’s career is necessarily speculative, the various texts
on which his Tractatus draws deserve to be situated against broader developments
in both music and educational practice. Jerome lived through a period of great trans-
formation inmusic theory following the time of Perotin in the early decades of the thir-
teenth century. This makes Jerome’s overview in the Tractatus all the more precious.

Scotland, the Dominicans and Parisian music in the thirteenth century

In a short paper published in 1994, Michel Huglo argued thatMoravus and de Moravia
in the opening and closing rubrics of Jerome’s Tractatus referred not toMoravia in east-
ern Europe, but to Moray in northern Scotland.4 While Edward Roesner thought this
probable, Christian Meyer and Guy Lobrichon avoided making a decision on this in
their (2012) critical edition of the Tractatus.5 In the mid-thirteenth century, however,
Moravia in eastern Europe had been devastated by the Tartar invasions, alongside
Russia, Prussia, Poland and much of Hungary.6 Moray in Scotland, however, was
then flourishing as a result of strong political, cultural and religious connections

3 Wolf Frobenius, ‘Zur Datierung von Francos Ars cantus mensurabilis’, Archiv für Musikwissenschaft, 27
(1970), 122–7. This relies on the dating of the Anonymous of St Emmeram to 1279, as argued by Jeremy
Yudkin, in hisDemusicamensurata: The Anonymous of St. Emmeram, ed. JeremyYudkin (Bloomington, IN,
1990), 38–42. This dating of Franco has widely repeated (although sometimes with reservations), as, for
example, inMargot Fassler,Music in theMedievalWest:WesternMusic in Context (NewYork, 2014), 185–6;
in the front matter to The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Music, ed. Mark Everist (Cambridge, 2011),
xx; and Lawrence Earp, ‘Notation II’, in The Cambridge History of Medieval Music, ed. Mark Everist and
Thomas Forrest Kelly (Cambridge, 2018), 674–717, at 677.

4 Michel Huglo, ‘La Musica du Fr. Prêcheur Jérome de Moray’, in Max Lütolf zum 60. Geburtstag, ed.
Bernhard Hangartner and Urs Fischer (Basel, 1994), 113–16; reprinted in Huglo, La théorie de la musique
antique et médiévale (Aldershot, 2005), no. XV. In the Grove Music Online entry by Frederick Hammond,
revised by Edward H. Roesner, Moray is considered more likely, see ‘Hieronymus de Moravia’, Grove
Music Online, https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.14275 (accessed 12 March 2022).
The rubrics occur at Tractatus, Prol. and 28, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 3 and 270.

5 Tractatus, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, xii–xiii.
6 Annales Floreffienses A. 1230–1256, ed. L.C. Bethmann, Monumenta Germaniae Historica Scriptores 16
(Hannover, 1859), 627. The entry for 1241 describes Moravia as one of many regions then devastated
by an unidentified ruler: ‘et Rusiam, Prusiam, Poloniam, Moraviam, cummaxima parte Hungarie, nec-
non alias innumeras regiones exterminavit’. See alsoAnonymi Chronicon Rythmicum, ed. W.Wattenbach,
MGH SS 25 (Hannover, 1880), 362 (for 1252).
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between Scotland and France in the thirteenth century, mediated in particular through
French-speaking bishops and the Order of Preachers. This makes it seem much more
likely that Jerome was signalling his connection to the diocese and family of Moray
(Murray) in Scotland than to a vast area in eastern Europe.

The Dominicans had been introduced into Scotland in 1230 by Alexander II
(r. 1214–49).7 After a first convent at Edinburgh, the Dominicans established another
in 1232/33 at Elgin, the centre of the northern diocese of Moray since 1224.8 The
lords of Moray were an influential family in the region. Andrew, bishop of Moray
(1224–42), set about building its new cathedral, of which Richard of Moray was the
first cantor (1226–30). Andrew was the son of Hugh of Moray (d. c.1219), a Scottish
noble of Flemish origin, and likely related to Gilbert, archdeacon of Moray (1207/8–
1222/3) and subsequently the powerful bishop of Caithness (1222/3–1243/5). Quite
possibly, Jerome was connected to this family, including bishops Andrew, Richard
and Gilbert.9 Alexander II held court at Moray in 1230. Its location by the Moray
Firth provided a centre for royal power in the north as well as sea access to the conti-
nent.While Alexander established an abbey formonks of the small ValliscaulianOrder
at Pluscarden (10km southwest of Elgin), he supported some nine different Dominican
convents, not just at Edinburgh and Elgin, but also at Glasgow, Aberdeen, Perth,
Montrose, Berwick, Inverness and Ayr.10 The vitality of Moray between 1200 and
1250 is evident from the references to around one hundred individuals in this period,
identified within the database ‘People of Medieval Scotland 1093–1371’. They include
at least two teachers: a Master Henry, treasurer and chancellor of the diocese of Moray
(d. early 1230s), and a Master Hugh Picard, canon of Dunkeld/Moray.11

7 Walter Bower, Scotichronicon, IX.47, ed. D.E.R. Watt (Aberdeen, 1990), 5: 144. Many of the fragmentary
primary sources for Dominican expansion in Scotland are incorporated into the account by Placid
Conway OP, ‘De conventibus provinciae Scotiae sacri ordinis fratrum praedicatorum’, in Analecta
sacri ordinis fratrum praedicatorum, 3/1 (Rome, 1895), 484–9.

8 Registrum Episcopatus Moraviensis e pluribus codicibus consarcinatum crca AD MCCCC cum continuatione.-
diplomatum recentiorum usque ad AD MDCXXIII (Edinburgh, 1837), xiii.

9 D.E.R. Watt, Fasti Ecclesiæ Scoticanæ Medii Aevi: ad Annum 1638 (Edinburgh, 2003), 278–9 and 310 iden-
tifies numerous individuals who held senior positions at this time in Moray as ‘de Moravia’, including
bishopAndrew, Richard and Gilbert; see also Barbara E. Crawford, ‘Gilbert of Moray’, https://doi.org/
10.1093/ref:odnb/10678 (accessed 12 March 2022) and G. Harvey Johnston, The Heraldry of the Murrays
(Edinburgh, 1910), 3–4.More research is needed to establish if Jeromemight be a son of BaronWilliamde
Moravia, canon of Moray and first lord of Bothwell (1195–1244), and a nephew of Andrew, a nephew of
Hugh of Moray (d. c.1219), who was the first chancellor of Moray (1207–1222/24) before becoming its
bishop (Watt, Fasti Ecclesiæ Scoticanæ, 294, 298). Pope Gregory IX was concerned on several occasions
with Moray, including in 1231 about freedom of election of the bishop; Jean Duvernoy, ed., Les
régistres de Grégoire IX: receuil de bulles de ce pape, 4 vols. (Paris, 1896), nos. 2481, 3213, 4719.

10 Simeon Ross Macphail, History of the Religious House of Pluscardyn Convent of the Vale of Saint Andrew, in
Morayshire (Edinburgh, 1881); David Easomm,Medieval ReligiousHouses, Scotland (London, 1959), 118 on
Elgin. See also Richard D. Oram, ‘Introduction: An Overview of the Reign of Alexander II’, The Reign of
Alexander II (1214–49), ed. Oram (Leiden, 2005), 1–47, esp. 43–4, and idem., ‘The Dominicans in
Scotland’, in A Companion to the English Dominican Province, ed. Eleanor J. Giraud and Cornelia Linde
(Leiden, 2021), 112–37. Just two Franciscan houses were founded in Alexander’s reign.

11 www.poms.ac.uk/ (accessed 1 September 2021). Norman F. Shead, ‘Compassed about with so Great a
Cloud: The Witnesses of Scottish Episcopal Acta before ca 1250’, The Scottish Historical Review, 86/222,
part 2 (2007), 159–75.
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The close musical connections between Scotland and Paris in the early thirteenth
century are exemplified by the presence at St Andrews of the manuscript W1

(Wolfenbüttel, HerzogAugust Bibliothek, Cod. Guelf. Helmst. 628) containing the ear-
liest known copy of the so-calledMagnus liber organi, aswell as anOffice for St Andrew.
Mark Everist has argued that this manuscript, seemingly copied no later than the
1230s, is much more likely to have been brought to St Andrews by Guillaume de
Malveisin (Mauvosin), bishop of St Andrews (1202–38), than by his successor David
of Bernham (1239–53). Guillaume was a French noble who had previously been chan-
cellor of Scotland and bishop of Glasgow (1199–1202).12 Everist suggested that
Guillaume and his entourage brought this early version of the Magnus liber organi to
Scotland after returning from a visit to France, either in 1212 or in 1215–17, when
Guillaume attended the 1215 Lateran Council alongside the bishops of Glasgow and
Moray.13 This copy of the Magnus liber organi includes the two-part polyphony of
Master Leoninus (d. 1201) of Notre-Dame and the more complex compositions of
his successor, Perotin, active in Paris during the first decades of the thirteenth
century.14 In a careful study of W1, Katherine Hope Kennedy Steiner has argued
that Guillaume commissioned the manuscript, not for the Augustinian canons of St
Andrews, with whom hewas often in conflict, but for the clerics of the Céli Dé, a com-
munity with aristocratic connections and the traditional guardians of the relics of St
Andrew, serving the Scottish royal chapel.15 Jerome’s familiarity with Parisian polyph-
ony could have begun in Scotland, perhaps as a cleric linked to the Céli Dé at St
Andrews and singing repertoire brought over from Paris.

Clement of Dunblane (d. 1258) and Simon Tailler

The Dominicans first came to Scotland in 1230. Their most significant figure was
Clement, whom, in 1233, Guillaume de Malveisin consecrated as bishop of
Dunblane, in central Scotland. Clement was remembered as being eloquent in various
languages (most likely Gaelic, Latin and French), and zealous in restoring liturgical
activity.16 According to the Scottish antiquary Thomas Dempster (1579–1625),
Clement wrote several books, including a Life of Dominic, an account of the arrival

12 Mark Everist, ‘From Paris to St Andrews: TheOrigins ofW1’, Journal of the AmericanMusicological Society,
43 (1990), 1–42, with discussion (6–7) of its date, revising arguments of Roesner (see n. 14).

13 Mark Everist, ‘A New Source for the Polyphonic Conductus: MS 117 in Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge’, Plainsong and Medieval Music, 3 (1994), 149–68.

14 On its contents, see EdwardH. Roesner, ‘The Origins ofW1’, Journal of the AmericanMusicological Society,
29/3 (1976), 337–380, esp. 339–43. Philip’s poems are found, however, in the tenth fascicle of the Florence
manuscript; see David A. Traill, ‘Philip the Chancellor and F10: Expanding the Canon’, Filologia medio-
latina. Rivista della Fondazione Ezio Franceschini, 10 (2003), 219–48.

15 Katherine Hope Kennedy Steiner, ‘Notre Dame in Scotland: W1 and Liturgical Reform at St Andrews’,
Ph.D. diss., Princeton University (2013), 44–66 (on Malveisin and the Céli Dé).

16 Clement’s skill in languages and activity is remembered (with his death assigned to 1256) in the
Scotichronicon (preceding n. 7). On Clement, see A.A.M. Duncan, ‘Clement (d. 1258), Dominican friar
and bishop of Dunblane’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography Online, https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:
odnb/50018 (accessed 12 March 2022) and J. Hutchison Cockburn, ‘Friar Clement, OP’, The Society of
Friends of Dunblane Cathedral, 7 (1956), 86–93.
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of the Dominican Order into Scotland, another about pilgrimages to the holy places,
and various sermons (Summa concionum).17 Clement’s no longer extant history of the
Dominicans coming to Scotland would have complemented the account of the
Order’s beginnings by Jordan of Saxony (c.1190–1237), who visited Oxford in 1229/
30.18 Clement joined the Order in Paris in 1217–19, but was part of the group who
established a convent at Oxford in 1221 under Gilbert de Fresnay. Clement penned
a tribute to Edmund of Abingdon (c.1174–1240), who taught at Oxford in 1214–22.19

Guillaume’s support for promoting Clement to the episcopate could be explained if
Clement was part of the bishop’s entourage in 1215–17, before joining the newly estab-
lished Order in Paris in 1217.20 As bishop of Dunblane in 1233–58, Clement was able to
promote the Dominican cause and its liturgy in Scotland, prompting Jerome to con-
sider joining the Order.

A Dominican who could have influenced Jerome’s interest in music was Simon
Tailler, whom Dempster reports came to Scotland with Clement in 1230 according
to a now lost account by George Newton, archdeacon of Dunblane (1517–31/33).21

Newton, who would have had access to the library of Dunblane cathedral, prior to
its dispersal in 1559, reports that Simon Tailler wrote four books (quite possibly a sin-
gle work, comprising four separate books): On Correcting Ecclesiastical Chant; On
Musical Tenor; Of Tetrachords; and Of Pentachords.22 It seems unlikely that Newton

17 Thomas Dempster,Historia ecclesiastica gentis Scotorum, 3, ed. David Irving, 2 vols. (Edinburgh, 1829), 1:
179 (no. 308): ‘Conciones lib. 1; Vitam S. Dominici (Forduno teste) Ordinis sui in Scotiam Ingressus; De
peregrinatione ad loca sancta’. A sermo fratris Clementis survives in BL, Egerton 655, fols. 142v–143v.

18 On Jordan’s presence in Oxford, see Steven Watts, ‘Master Jordan of Saxony and Early Dominican
Preaching in England’, in A Companion to the English Dominican Province, ed. Giraud and Linde,
183–214, esp. 189–95.

19 Conway reports –without citing his authority – that Clementwas a Scot, who joined theOrder in Paris in
1219 but subsequently went to Scotland with blessed Lawrence the Englishman, in ‘De conventibus’,
485: ‘Fratrum nostorum in Scotiam demandatorum dux et pater fit Venerabilis Frater Clemens, postea
Episcopus Dunblanebsus. Natione Scotus a B. Matthaeio Abbate et primo Priore Conventus Saiacoaei
Parisiensis anno 1219 vestibus Ordinis indutus est Parisiis, ubi studiorum causa tunc morabatur.’ On
the foundation of the ‘English’ Province (which covered the British Isles) in 1230, see Eleanor
J. Giraud and Cornelia Linde, ‘The English Dominican Province from its Beginnings to the
Reformation’, in A Companion to the English Dominican Province, ed. Giraud and Linde, 1–30, esp. 1–3.

20 Cockburn, ‘Friar Clement, OP’, 87, translating the text about Edmund. See also C.H. Lawrence, St
Edmund of Abingdon: A Study of Hagiography and History (Oxford, 1960); The Life of St Edmund by
Matthew Paris, ed. and trans. C.H. Lawrence (Stroud, 1996); Richard D. Oram, ‘The Dominicans in
Scotland’, in A Companion to the English Dominican Province, ed. Giraud and Linde, 112–37, esp. 117–18.

21 On George Newton as archdeacon of Dunblane (1517–1531/33) and chancellor of Dunkeld over the
same period, see Watt, Fasti Ecclesiæ Scoticanæ, 118, 146 (and 427 on his being commissary of Lothian
1508–16). Newton witnesses a charter in 1517 alongside the Dominican Provincial John Spens in
Extracts From the Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh, 1403–1528, ed. James D. Marwick (Edinburgh,
1869), 164–73.

22 Dempster, Historia ecclesiastica gentis Scottorum, ed. Irving, 1: 617 (no. 1235): ‘Simon Taillerus, unus ex
septem fratribus quos ipse S. Dominicus regi Scotiae in Gallis agenti commendavit, quique
Dominicani apud Scotos instituti fundatores erant, arctissimo nexu Clementi Dunblanensi episcopo vir-
tutis merito conjunctus, ut ex Historia Georgii Neutoni doceor, omnes quidem viro religioso dignas vir-
tutes imbibit, sed maxime musices studio se adduxit ut Guidoni Aretino cum aetas illa comparare non
dubitarit, nam rudiorem ad id temporis cantus ecclesiastici modulationem ita reformavit, ut Romae, ut
ait Neutonus, Scotia potuisse certare ; et plurima edidit, quorum hi sunt apices, nam opera ipsa aevo
Neutoni interierant : De cantu ecclesiastico corrigendo lib. 1, De tenore musicali lib. 1,
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invented these quite specific titles.23 Tailler’s treatise De tenore musicalimay have been
about organum, while his discussion of tetrachords and pentachords implies an inter-
est in chant theory. In 1895, Placid Conway OP expanded on these remarks when he
added, without giving his authority, that Tailler was ‘born from ancient and noble
stock in Ireland, who taught ecclesiastical chant most learnedly in the cathedral
churches of the kingdom’.24 It is impossible to confirm this claim, although six
Dominican houses were established in Ireland between 1224 and 1229. The title of
Tailler’s treatise De cantu ecclesiastico corrigendo implies that he wanted to restore
chant to its original purity, following the precedent of the twelfth-century Cistercian
music theorist Guy of Eu.25 Tailler’s interest in the pentachords and tetrachords of
the plainchant modes echoes that of Theinred of Dover (fl. 1150), whose On the
Legitimate Orders of Pentachords and Tetrachords criticised Guido of Arezzo for not
accepting the rationality of chromatic intervals.26 While we cannot tell if Tailler shared
Theinred’s criticism of Guido, he could well have encouraged Jerome’s early interest in
music theory. Like Tailler, Jeromewas interested in both pentachords and tetrachords,
and like Theinred, he gave more attention to Boethius than to Guido of Arezzo.27

Jerome of Moray, John of Garland and the cathedral school of Notre-Dame

The Parisian teacher to whom Jerome gives most attention in his Tractatus de musica is
John of Garland, whose writing he quotes as authoritative in relation to both plain-
chant and polyphony. Jerome preserves our only complete version of John’s De men-
surabili musica (Dmm) within chapter 26. Unfortunately, Reimer unnecessarily
complicated our understanding of this treatise by arguing in his edition of Dmm that
the only authentic version ofDmmwas that preserved in two unfortunately incomplete
manuscripts. Reimer judged the concluding chapters of the complete version of Dmm

Tetrachordarum lib. 1, Pentachordarum lib. 1, “Quibus duobus ultimis nil utilius, nil elaboratius aetas ea
vidit”, ait Neutonus. Floruit anno MCCXL.’

23 Geoffrey Chew suggests that these titles are invented in ‘Tailler [Taillerus], Simon’, Grove Music Online,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.27391 (accessed 12 March 2022).

24 Conway, ‘De conventibus’, 485: ‘Ex octo Fratribus in Scotiam adductis unus fuit nomine Symon Taylor,
ex antiqua et nobili progenie in Hibernia oriundus, qui in ecclesiis Cathedralibus regni cantum ecclesi-
asticum peritissime docuit.’

25 On Guy of Eu as Guy, abbot of Cherlieu (1136–56), see Claire Maître’s edition of Guy’s Regulae de arte
musica, La réforme cistercienne du plain-chant (Brecht, 1995), 65–92. For a potentially similar adaptation
of Cistercian teaching about chant (Quoniam de canendi scientia doctrinam sumus facturi), see Christian
Meyer, ‘Le traité dit de Saint-Martial revisité et réédité’, idem., https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/
hal-00447958 (2010) (accessed 24 February 2022).

26 John L. Snyder, ‘The “De Legitimis Ordinibus Pentachordorum et Tetrachordorum” of Theinred of
Dover. Part I: Introduction and Commentary. Part II: Text’, Ph.D. diss., Indiana University (1982) and
idem., ‘A Road not Taken: Theinred of Dover’s Theory of Species’, Journal of the Royal Musical
Association, 115 (1990), 145–81. Near his opening, Theinred remarks: ‘Ordo autem Guidonicus auctori-
tate magis quam ratione constat, quibus auditus judex musicae per saepe rationi consentaneus’
(‘Theinred of Dover’, Snyder, 2).

27 Tractatus, 13, 27, 28, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 50–1 (three references), 257–65 (five references), 267 (title
of chapter about four- and five-stringed instruments); cf. Boethius, De institutione musica 4.8, 9 and 13,
ed. G. Friedlein (Leipzig, 1867), 325, 327, 335.
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(about specific three- and four-part compositions and their rhetorical colores) as pre-
served by Jerome to be inauthentic. He gave no clear reason for this.28 He did not con-
sider the possibility that John of Garland himself might have revised the original
treatise. The fact that, in Jerome’s version of Dmm, there is no longer any reference
to rhythmic modes as maneries suggests that this was an improvement made for the
sake of greater clarity, to avoid possible confusion with the Cistercian use of maneriae
to refer to four groupings of the eight tones of chant. Guy of Eu had borrowed the term
maneria, not found before the early twelfth century, from dialectical discussion of four
types ormaneriae of the category of species, as defined by Aristotle.29 John of Garland’s
treatise as quoted by Jerome offers a clearly improved version. While one might argue
that Jerome himself completed and revised John’s treatise, there is nothing in the
Tractatus to support such a claim.

In Chapter 26 of the Tractatus, this revised version ofDmm occurs immediately after
the Positio discantus vulgaris, one of the earliest attempts to explain modal rhythm and
its use in two-part polyphony, with an emphasis on themotet.30 Jerome comments that
the Positio sets out practices commonly used ‘by certain nations’, possibly a reference to
its being followed in Scotland.31 He contrasts the Positiowith what he considers to be

28 Erich Reimer, Johannes de Garlandia: De mensurabili musica, kritische Edition mit Kommentar und
Interpretation der Notationslehre, Beihefte zum Archiv für Musikwissenschaft, 10–11 (Wiesbaden, 1972),
drawing on Bruges, Public Library, MS 528, fols. 54v–59v from Ter Doest and (V ) Vatican, BAV Vat.
Lat. 5325, fols. 12v–30v of unspecified French provenance. Because both break off incomplete, Reimer
relied on Jerome’s text (P) for what he distinguishes as ‘authentic’ and ‘inauthentic’ chapters (14–16),
editing them separately (I–II, XIV–XIV) in 1: 91–7 (= Jerome, Tractatus 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon,
from 210, line 994: Sequitur de triplicibus to 215, line 1100 alicuius instrumenti, uel clauisam lay).
Reimer’s version of Dmm was translated by Stanley Birnbaum as John of Garland, Concerning
Measured Music = De Mensurabili Musica (Colorado Springs, 1978). This edition and translation are dis-
cussed in detail by Raymond Erickson, ‘Concerning Measured Music (De Mensurabili Musica) by
Johannes de Garlandia and Stanley H. Birnbaum’, Journal of Music Theory, 26/1 (1982), 169–78.
Jerome’s version of Dmm was translated by Charles Stephen Larkowski, ‘The “De Musica
Mensurabili Positio” of Johannes de Garlandia: Translation and Commentary’, Ph.D. diss., University
of Michigan (1977), 5–127, and independently by Bob Richard Antley, ‘The Rhythm of Medieval
Music: A Study in the Relationship of Stress and Quantity and a Theory of Reconstruction with a
Translation of John of Garland’s De Mensurabili Musica’, Ph.D. diss., Florida State University (1977),
125–94.

29 Onmaneriae in Guyof Eu, seeMaître, La réforme cistercienne, 441; Peter Abelard (c.1118–20) speaks of four
maneriae in Super Praedicamenta Aristotelis, in Logica ‘Ingredientibus’ [LI], ed. Bernhard Geyer, Peter
Abaelards Philosophiche Schriften, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters 21/1–3
(Münster, 1919), 223–9. John of Salisbury discusses the unusual term in relation to Joscelin of Soissons
in Metalogicon 2.17, ed. J.B. Hall, Corpus Christianorum Continuatio Mediaeualis 98 (Turnhout, 1991),
83. On its use in dialectic, see Dragos Calma, ‘Maneries’, Mots médiévaux offerts à Ruedi Imbach, ed.
Iñigo Atucha, Dragos Calma, Catherine V. König-Pralong and Irène Zavaterro (Porto, 2011), 433–44.

30 Posito discantus vulgaris, quoted in Tractatus, 26, ed.Meyer and Lobrichon, 176–81, with examples on 180.
It includes two motets (O Maria maris stella / IN VERITATE, O nacio nephandi generis / MANE PRIMA
SABBATI) discussed as a foundation for other motets by Catherine A. Bradley, Polyphony in Medieval
Paris: The Art of Composing with Plainchant (Cambridge, 2018), 32–3, 240–1, 242, 243. Others mentioned
include Virgo decus castitatis / ALLELUYA, In omni fratre tuo / IN SECULUM, Gaude chorus omnium /
ANGELUS, O Maria beaa genetrix / NOSTRUM.

31 Tractatus, 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 181: ‘Hec est prima posicio. Qua quia quedam naciones utuntur
comuniter, et quia antiquior est omnibus, uulgarem esse diximus. Sed quoniamdefectuosa est, ideo pos-
icionem que Iohannis de Garlandia est, subuectimus.’
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the superior analysis offered by John of Garland.32 Reimer considered this final section
ofDmm (about the rhetorical colores of various compositions) to be ‘inauthentic’, on the
slender grounds that this sectionwas not included in its versified version, preserved by
the Anonymous of St Emmeram, conventionally dated to 1279.33 He considered that
John of Garland’s major contribution was to rhythmic notation, disregarding the orig-
inality of his application of rhetorical theory to chant. This fitted inwith his (frequently
repeated) assumption that John of Garland the music theorist was a different person
from the poet and literary theorist (c.1190–after 1258) of that name.34 Yet there is no
reason to doubt that Dmm’s closing discussion about music and rhetorical colores pro-
vides a climax to its argument. Just as the Positio concludes with specific examples of
rhythm, so John of Garland’s Dmm concludes by reflecting on the rhetorical color of
specific compositions, such as ‘the excellent quadrupla of Perotin’, preserved at the
beginning of the great book of organum.35 John concludes Dmm by summarising
three core principles: consistency in rhythm, balance in pitch and finally rhetorical col-
our in making any sound pleasing to the ear.36 Such claims are completely in accord
with what John of Garland the literary theorist has to say in the opening of his
Parisiana Poetria (from the 1230s), namely that rhyming poetry (rithmica) is a species
of musica and that a musicus is able to evaluate metrical verse, rithmica and different
types of song, asserting this by reference to the De institutione musica of Boethius.37

In his De triumphis ecclesiae (completed by 1252), this John of Garland explains that
musica instrumentalis embraces the enharmonic, chromatic (suitable for dances) and
diatonic (used by trumpets). This supports the notion that Johnwas both a grammaticus
and a musicus, interested in applying literary skills to music theory.38 Given that no
previous literary theorist offers such a detailed knowledge of Boethius on music, it

32 Janet Knapp assigns a date c.1230–40 in ‘Two xiii Century Treatises on Modal Rhythm and the Discant:
Discantus positio vulgaris – De musica libellus (Anonymous vii)’, Journal of Music Theory, 6/2 (1962),
200–15, with a translation of Discantus positio vulgaris on 203–7.

33 Although the equivalent of chapters 14–16 is missing from the versified form of Dmm inDe musica men-
surata: The Anonymous of St. Emmeram, ed. Jeremy Yudkin (Bloomington, IN, 1990), Dmm’s teaching
about rhetorical colores is much expanded within the prose commentary offered by the St Emmeram
Anonymous.

34 On the originality of this part of Dmm, see Guillaume Gross, ‘Figura et color dans la réception musicale
universitaire au XIIIe siècle: le De mensurabili musica de Jean de Garlande’, Rhetorica: A Journal of the
History of Rhetoric, 26/1 (2008), 71–83. The case for identifying the poet and musician as a single person
was made by William G. Waite, ‘Johannes de Garlandia, Poet and Musician’, Speculum, 35 (1960), 179–
95, and more recently by Elsa Marguin-Hamon, ‘Jean de Garlande, entre poétique et musique’, Revue
d’histoire de textes n.s. 5 (2010), 179–97. Martin Hall observes that a reference to ‘Mag[ist]ri Joh. de
Garland’ as a guest in 1212 of Peter des Roches, bishop of Winchester, implies that he had already
acquired his Parisian cognomen and is more likely to have been born around 1190 than 1195; John of
Garland’s De triumphis ecclesiae 6.49–54, ed. and trans. Martin Hall (Turnhout, 2019), 21–2.

35 John of Garland, as quoted by Jerome, Tractatus, 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 214: ‘Sed proprietas pre-
dicta uix tenetur in aliquibus, quod patet in quadruplicibus magistri Perrotini per totum in principio
magni uoluminis, que quadrupla optima reperiunter et proporcionata et in colore conseruata, ut man-
ifeste ibidem patet.’

36 Tractatus, 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 214–15. See Edward H. Roesner, ‘Johannes de Garlandia on
“organum in speciali”’, Early Music History, 2 (1982), 129–60.

37 John of Garland, Parisiana Poetria, 1, ed. Traugott Lawler (NewHaven, 1974), 7, citing Boethius,De insti-
tutione musica, 1.34, ed. Gottfried Friedlein (Leipzig, 1867), 225.

38 John of Garland, De triumphis ecclesiae 6.49–54, ed. and trans. Hall, 300–02.
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seems plausible that John of Garland deliberately concluded Dmm with reflection on
the rhetorical colores of polyphonic composition.

Because the two surviving manuscripts of the earlier recension of Dmm break off
well before this final section, we can observe only a few improvements in the later ver-
sion. Besides eliminating the term maneries, John clarifies his focus on sound as both
pitch and duration.39 Whereas he initially introduced organum at the outset, in the
revised version he leaves discussion of its various genres to a final section, in which
he explains that it involves discantus, copula (not mentioned by any previous theorist)
and organum in speciali, understood as the foundation of the polyphony.40 The copula
he describes as a connecting process between two lines, using a term that in grammar
refers to that which connects two syntactic units.

Jerome singles out John of Garland’s definition of a tropus as ‘a rule that makes a
judgement about every chant from its final’. This reformulates a traditional principle,
normally expressed in terms of tone or, more correctly, modus.41 Jerome then explains
that, according to the moderni, the tropus of a chant is known through its beginning,
middle and end: an Aristotelian-inspired triad, also developed by Franco of
Cologne.42 Jerome silently draws on a report of John’s teaching aboutmusica plana, pre-
served immediately after Boethius’sDe institutione musicawith glosses on all five books
(BnF lat. 18514, fols. 85r–94r).43 The different texts that Meyer calls reportationes may
record different readings by John of a text onwhich Jerome seems to drawwithin chap-
ters 17 and 23 of his Tractatus in relation to proportions and the Greek names of
intervals.44

Jerome identifies John of Garland by name and as author when he introduces
John’s teaching about the relationship of music to other disciplines.45 Jerome does so
after providing a long extract from Boethius on music, followed by shorter definitions

39 Tractatus, 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 181: ‘Habito, inquid Iohannes, de cognicione plane musice et
omnium specierum soni, dicendum est de longitudine et breuitate earumdem, quae aput nos modus
soni appeallatur.’

40 Tractatus, 26, ed.Meyer and Lobrichon, 213–14. On the copula, see Jeremy Yudkin, ‘The copula according
to Johannes de Garlandia’, Musica disciplina, 34 (1982 for 1980), 67–84, repr. in Ars Antiqua: Organum,
Conductus, Motet, ed. Edward H. Roesner (Farnham, 2009), 113–30.

41 Tractatus, 20, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 142: ‘Tropus autem secundum Iohannem de Garlandia est reg-
ula, que de omni cantu in fine diiudicat.’ This modifies the definition of Ps-Odo, ‘Tonus vel modus est
regula, quae de omni cantu in fine diiudicat’ (PL 133:765A). The only text in TML that reproduces this
definition of tropus is the Tractatus de musica cum glossis preserved in a fifteenth-century manuscript
(Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS 4774, fols. 35v–91r, at 62r), transcribed by Oliver
B. Ellsworth on TML at https://chmtl.indiana.edu/tml/15th/ANOHOL3_MVNB4774 (accessed 1
September 2021).

42 Tractatus, 20, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 142: ‘Aliter adhuc tropus est per quem cognoscimus principium,
medium ac finem cuiuslibetmeli’, identified as the view ofmoderni on 143, and used by Franco as quoted
in Tractatus, 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 229; cf. Aristotle, Physica 8.1 and 8.8, trans. James of Venice,
Aristoteles Latinus 8.1, fasc.2, ed. F. Bossier and J. Brams (Louvain, 1990), 281 and 320.

43 Musica plana Johannis de Garlandia, ed. Christian Meyer (Baden-Baden, 1998), 3–11: Tractatus de musica
collectus ex his quae dicta sunt a Boetio supra, atque declaratio musice practice (implying it is a supplement
to the glossed Boethius in this manuscript).

44 Tractatus, 17 and 24, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 137 and 160, quotingMusica plana 1, ed. Meyer, 7 and 11.
45 Tractatus, 1, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 9: ‘Est et alius Iohannes dictus de Garlangia [a scribal error for

Garlandia], qui musice diffinicionem sic uenatur, dicens sciencia est cognicio rei sicuti est.’
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from Al-Farabi as translated by Gundissalinus, Richard of Saint-Victor, Isidore and
Hugh of Saint-Victor. John defines scientia as ‘knowledge of the thing itself’, a phrase
drawn from Cicero’s De oratore.46 Rare in scholastic literature, this definition of scientia
also occurs at the outset of the so-called Summa fratris Alexandri, composed by
Alexander of Hales and John of La Rochelle, in the period between 1236 and
Alexander’s death in August 1245 (remembered by John of Garland, the poet, as an
important event).47 In the report of his teaching, John situates music within a wider
framework of theoretical and practical knowledge, relating to divinity, the natural
world, or teaching. John repeats a definition of Gundissalinus that arithmetica is
about quantity in an absolute sense, while musica is about number related to
sound.48 Jerome concludes his citation from John of Garland by defining music as
knowledge about a multitude of sounds or about knowledge of singing.

After quoting this passage from John of Garland, Jerome refers to him as ‘Iohannes
Gallicus’, a detail often cited as evidence that he must be different from the
English-born poet and literary theorist also called John of Garland who defines poetry
as a branch ofmusica.49 Yet it is quite possible that Jerome referred to him as ‘Gallicus’
simply to distinguish this John, who identified himself with a French name, from the
other John (Cotton) towhom he often refers. While Jerome of Moray identified himself
by his birthplace, John of Garland (who spent most of his life in Paris) took his name
from where he lived, namely the ‘clos de Garland’, a street on the left bank that
belonged to the canons of Notre-Dame.50 John could have been granted such a resi-
dence only if he had a privileged relationship to the cathedral chapter, in particular
to Philip, chancellor of the cathedral 1217–38.51 Culturally, John of Garland was
more French than English.

Boethius, Aristotle and the moderni

There is a visual parallel to John of Garland’s Boethian understanding of musica in his
account of musica plana in the frontispiece of the version of the Magnus liber organi

46 Cicero, De oratore 3.112, ed. K. Kumaniecki (Leipzig, 1995), 304.
47 Summa Halensis 1.2.3.3.2 (Grottaferrata, 1924), 33: ‘Stricte dicitur scientia cognitio rei per causam, sicut

dicit Philosophus: Scire idem est quod causam rei esse.’ John of Garland, the poet, celebrates
Alexander’s reputation and describes how many senior ecclesiastics attended his funeral in Carmen de
misteriis ecclesie, ed. E. Könsgen and P. Dinter (Leiden, 2004), 60 (vv. 651–54).

48 Tractatus, 1, ed.Meyer and Lobrichon, 9: ‘in qua determinatur de numeris relatis ad sonos’. Cf.Dominicus
Gundissalinus, De divisione philosophiae, ed. Ludwig Baur, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie des
Mittelalters IV/2–3 (Münster, 1903), 101: ‘Post arithmeticam autem continue legenda est. Cum enim
arithmetica sit sciencia de numero per se, musica uero de numero relato sciencia, numero autem nil pro-
pinquius, quam numerus esse uidetur, et omnis armonie musice a numeris denominatur, ideo musica
post arithmeticam consequenter legenda esse conuincitur.’

49 Tractatus, 1, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 9. Reimer (preceding n. 28) argued this.
50 Chartularium universitatis Parisiensis, ed. HeinrichDenifle and Emile Châtelain, 4 vols. (Paris, 1889–97), 1:

62, no. 2.
51 On Philip’s significance, see Thomas B. Payne, ‘Chancellor versus Bishop: The Conflict between Philip

the Chancellor and Guillaume d’Auvergne in Poetry and Music’, in Philippe le Chancelier. Prédicateur,
théologien et poète parisien du début du XIIIe siècle, ed. Gilbert Dahan and Anne-Zoé Rillon-Marne
(Turnhout, 2017), 265–307.
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preserved in the manuscript now in Florence (Biblioteca Medicea-Laurenziana, Plut.
29.1), copied perhaps in the 1240s, most likely in Paris. Unlike W1, the Florence man-
uscript includes many compositions by Philip the Chancellor. The panel illustrating
musica instrumentalis includes the instruments that John of Garland explains are
plucked, beaten or blown.52 Barbara Haggh and Huglo have suggested that this man-
uscript might have been produced for the Sainte-Chapelle, consecrated in 1248, where
there would have been singers capable of performing polyphony.53 Given John of
Garland’s report of the music of Perotin in the Magnus liber organi, it could well be
that he was part of the choir school at Notre-Dame while Perotin was still alive and
was even involved in recording the compositions mentioned in the final section of
his De mensurabili musica, as preserved by Jerome.

John of Garland’s major focus on the teaching of music was to explain the subject in
ways that were consistent with the teaching of Boethius. In around 1270, his fascination
with Boethius and lack of familiarity with Aristotle would be mocked by the Norman
master Johannes de Grocheio (Jean de Grouchy) in his Ars musice. Grocheio groups
together ‘Boethius, Master Johannes de Garlandia in their treatises and their followers’
as ‘ignorant of nature and truth’.54 Grocheio was accusing John and his followers of
ignoring Aristotle’s criticism in theDe caelo of the Pythagorean idea of heavenly bodies
generatingmusic.55 Grocheio’s underlying theme is that music is to be understood, not
primarily in terms of number in the manner of John of Garland (who was following
Gundissalinus), but following Aristotle, for whom music was primarily about
sound. Grocheio’s account of John’s teaching is supported by the absence of any men-
tion of Aristotle’s criticism in the reports of John’s presentation ofmusica plana. John of
Garland was passionately interested in relating Boethian principles to both musica
plana and polyphony, but did so before Aristotelian critique of music of the spheres
started to gain ground.

Jerome shared John of Garland’s interest in all five books of Boethius’s De institu-
tione musica (not just the first two books, the focus of university teaching).56 Jerome
may have become familiar with John’s teaching on both musica plana and musica

52 Illustrated and discussed by Tilman Seebass and F. AlbertoGallo, ‘Prospettive dell’iconografiamusicale:
Considerazioni di unmedievalista’,Rivista Italiana diMusicologia, 18 (1983), 67–86. See the opening of the
first and third reports John of Garland’s discussion as recorded John of Garland’s discussion, Musica
plana Johannis de Garlandia, ed. Christian Meyer (Baden-Baden, 1998), 3 and 39.

53 Barbara Haggh and Michel Huglo, ‘Magnus liber: Maius munus. Origine et destinée du manuscrit F’,
Revue de Musicologie, 90/2 (2004), 193–230.

54 Johannes de Grocheio, Ars musice, 5.4–5, ed. Constant J. Mews, John N. Crossley, Carol Williams,
Catherine Jeffreys and Leigh McKinnon, TEAMS (Kalamazoo, MI, 2011), 56 (with minor modifications
in punctuation): ‘Quidam vero musicam in 3 genera dividunt, puta Boetius, magister Johannes de
Guerlandia in suis tractibus, et eorum sequaces … Qui vero sic dividunt, aut dictum suum fingunt:
aut volunt pytagoricis vel aliis magis quam veritati obedire, aut sunt naturam et logicam ignorantes.’
For further discussion of these ideas, see Constant J. Mews, ‘Questioning the Music of the Spheres:
Aristotle, Johannes de Grocheio, and the University of Paris 1250–1300’, in Knowledge, Discipline and
Power in the Middle Ages: Essays in Honour of David Luscombe, ed. Joseph Canning, Edmund King and
Martial Staub, Studien und Texte zur Geistesgeschichte des Mittelalters (Leiden, 2011), 95–117.

55 Aristotle, De caelo 2.9.290b30.
56 On Jerome’s interest in all five books, see JohnN. Crossley, Constant J. Mews and Carol J. Williams, ‘Jean

des Murs and the Return to Boethius on Music’, Early Music History, 40 (2021), 1–36.
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mensurabilis through studying under him in the 1240s. This was before the faculty of
arts mandated the reading of a wide range of Aristotelian texts, including the De
caelo, as laid down by the English nation in 1252 and by the faculty of arts as a
whole in 1255.57 While it is often assumed that John taught music in the faculty of
arts, his reference in Dmm to works of Perotin in ‘the great book of organum’ suggests
another possibility: that John taught at the cathedral school of Notre-Dame.58 John’s
familiarity with the liturgy of Notre-Dame is also evident from frequent references
made in the early fourteenth century by Guy of Saint-Denis to John’s teaching on
the tones as observed in Paris.59 According to the curriculum laid out for the arts fac-
ulty in 1215, quadruvalia (including music) could only be studied on feast days, along
with philosophical, ethical and rhetorical writings.60 By contrast, no such restrictions
applied at Notre-Dame. Jerome may have come from Scotland to Paris in the 1240s to
follow the teaching of John of Garland at the cathedral school of Notre-Dame, after
absorbing its musical traditions in Scotland (perhaps at the royal chapel of the Céli
Dé at St Andrews). While Jerome knew the Positio dicantus vulgaris, he defended the
superiority of John of Garland’s presentation of mensurable music.

Jerome says that he also absorbed the teaching of John of Burgundy, ‘which we have
heard fromhisownmouth,oraccording tocommonopinion, that of FrancoofCologne’.61

Jerome integrated into chapter 26not just Franco’s teaching, but alsoa summarybyPetrus
Picardus, who explains that hewas following the ‘tree’ (presumably a visual diagram) of
Master John of Burgundy, whom Anonymous IV also mentions as using Franco’s
system.62 Exactly when and how Franconian notational practices were introduced at
Notre-Dame and elsewhere still needs further investigation. Jerome’s interest in combin-
ing this systemwith that of John ofGarlandmayderive fromhis having experiencedboth
practices at the cathedral school before choosing to join the Order of Preachers. Jerome
was aware of Franco’s teaching and that of a newer generation of moderni (with whose
definition of tone as based on beginning, middle and end, he did not disagree). Yet
where Grocheio focused on the intellectual gulf between John of Garland and a newer
generation, Jerome sought in his Tractatus to demonstrate the value of both perspectives.

Jerome and liturgical reform in the Order of Preachers

Jerome’s exposition (in chapters 20–5 of the Tractatus) of Dominican chant, as reformed
in 1256 by Humbert of Romans, the newly elected Master of the Order of Preachers,

57 Chartularium, ed. Denifle and Châtelain, 1: 227–8, no. 201 (1252 statutes of the English Nation) and 278,
no. 246 (1255 statutes of the arts faculty as a whole).

58 Tractatus, 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 214.
59 Guyof Saint-Denis, Tractatus de tonis 2.8.4, ed. Constant J.Mews, JohnN. Crossley, Catherine Jeffreys and

Carol Williams (Kalamazoo, 2017), 85. Guy refers to John of Garland’s book about the tones in Tractatus
1.1.9, as well as to his Musica (on plana musica), in 1.1.19, 1.3.8, 2.4.6 (ed. Mews et al., 9, 25, 51).

60 Chartularium, ed. Denifle and Châtelain, 1: 78, no. 20.
61 Tractatus, 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 215–30, edited as Franco of Cologne, Ars cantus mensurabilis, ed.

Gilbert Reaney and André Gilles, Corpus scriptorum de musica 18 (Rome, 1974).
62 Tractatus, 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 230–9; see Petrus Picardus, Ars motettorum, ed. F. Alberto Gallo,

Corpus scriptorumdemusica 15 (Rome, 1971) andDerMusiktraktat des Anonymus IV, ed. Fritz Reckow, 2
vols. (Stuttgart, 1967), 1: 46.
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also demands attention. This exposition follows a long discussion of number and pro-
portion (chapters 15–17), quoting extracts from the Boethian De institutione musica or
glosses on that text, and another discussion (chapters 18–19) of music in practice,
namely, bells and the monochord. Jerome begins by setting out the foundation of
the eight modes, the parallels between punctuation and musical notation, and citing
John of Garland’s definition of tropus as a rule making a judgement about every
chant from its ending.63 This leads without acknowledgement into the Dominican
tonary, implemented by Humbert in 1256, and preserved in copies of the
Dominican Antiphonal. The tonary is quoted in chapters 21–2 with only minor differ-
ences, but supplemented by further commentary in chapters 23–5. This discussion of
music in practice is followed by chapter 26 (containing four treatises onmusica mensur-
abilis) and chapters 27–8, on the tuning of the monochord and of the rubeba and vielle,
respectively. In a profound way, Jerome expands on a project initiated by John of
Garland to integrate the teaching of both the theory and the practice of music. Since
John of Garland’s teaching on the tones – towhich Guy of Saint-Denis frequently refers
in his Tractatus de tonis – has not been identified, it is difficult to identify the precise
extent of Jerome’s debt to his possible teacher.

In the early decades of the Order, the practice of the friars seems to have been to
adopt local liturgical usage.64 Its rapid expansion, however, created problems of diver-
gent practices as friars started to be sent from one province to another. The first sign of
official concern about this is a ruling of the General Chapter of 1242, held in Bologna,
prohibiting the use of discantus.65 That this ruling had only limited effect is demon-
strated by the survival of a number of Dominican examples of the practice.66 In 1244
the General Chapter insisted that each province submit their breviaries, graduals
and missals to the Order so as to make them uniform. This was followed in 1245 by
a decision to appoint four brothers from four provinces (France, England,
Lombardy and Germany) to meet at Angers to standardise the Office.67 That
Humbert, Provincial of France (1244–54), was already driving this process is implied
by agreement in 1246 that he should establish the Order’s lectionary. The difficulty
in getting these four representatives to agree on a uniform liturgy is evident from
repeated injunctions from the General Chapter. They stopped only after Humbert’s
election as Master in 1254 and a decision made in 1256 that the Order follow his

63 Tractatus, 20, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 142.
64 Eleanor J. Giraud, ‘Totum officium bene correctum habeatur in domo: Uniformity in the Dominican

Liturgy’, in Making and Breaking the Rules: Discussion, Implementation, and Consequences of Dominican
Legislation, ed. Cornelia Linde (Oxford, 2018), 153–72, esp. 154.

65 Acta capitulorum generalium ordinis fratrum praedicatorum (ACG), ed. Benedikt Maria Reichert,
Monumenta Ordinis Fratrum Praedicatorum 3 (Rome, 1898), 1: 23: ‘Ne aliquo modo fiant discantus a
fratribus nostris in ecclesiis nostris uel alienis.’ See Christian Leitmeir, ‘Dominicans and Polyphony: A
Reappraisal of a Strained Relationship’, in Making and Breaking the Rules, ed. Linde, 59–86, esp. 63–4.
Leitmeir argues that a subsequent ruling of the General Chapter held in London in 1250 (ACG 1.53) is
not about polyphony, but rather prohibits singing in any register other than the one in which the
chant had begun.

66 Many such texts are identified by Leitmeir in ‘Dominicans and Polyphony’, 59–86.
67 ACG 1: 33 (1244, Paris).
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judgement on the matter.68 Humbert’s master copy of the reformed liturgy established
a pattern for theOrder, whose General Chapter continued to issue rulings over the next
decade and more to enforce its implementation.69 The Dominican tonary must have
been completed by this time.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the Dominican liturgy is the amount of mate-
rial in common with liturgical practice in the British Isles, as observed by canons reg-
ular, the Sarum rite and many cathedrals in the British Isles.70 This suggests that
Humbert was assisted by a friar familiar with British practice. He may have asked
Jerome to help him in establishing the antiphonary as someone whowas fully familiar
with liturgical practice in the British Isles, even though he was officially part of the
French province, having joined the Order in Paris. By virtue of his background,
Jerome was ideally situated to undertake the task. If this was the case, then Jerome
could have been studying under John of Garland in the early 1240s, but may have
joined the Order not long after 1244 when Humbert became prior provincial at
Saint-Jacques and started to become involved in the long drawn-out process of estab-
lishing liturgical uniformity.

The Dominican tonary begins by declaring as a general principle that all ecclesias-
tical chant should end on a restricted number of finals with a range going nomore than
eight notes above or four notes below these finals. In this it imitates the Cistercian
Tonale (frequently circulated as by Bernard of Clairvaux, but in fact a summary of
the Regulae of Guy of Eu, quite likely by Guy himself) in laying out each of the
tones and providing a very limited number of differentiae.71 Unlike the Cistercian
Tonale, however, the Dominican tonary avoids grouping tones into four maneriae,
each with an authentic or plagal form. The few minor textual differences between
the tonary and this part of the Tractatus seem to have been introduced by Jerome him-
self. In chapter 21, Jerome precedes his consideration of the range of any of the tones
with discussion of how the permitted range of tones might by modified ‘by licence’
(licencialiter). This term, not used in the tonary itself, recurs in Jerome’s chapter 23,
in which he explains when one could by licence (licencialiter) use a B flat (rotundum)
rather than a B natural (quadratum). While this could be read as Jerome modifying
an existing tradition, it can also be seen as Jerome improving his original text with a
more specialist explanation. The term licencialiter, little used before Jerome, reflects a
greater degree of flexibility than provided for in Cistercian tradition.72

68 ACG 1: 35–6 (1246, Paris), 39 (1247, Montepulciano), 41 (1248, Paris), 53–4 (1250, London), 68 (1254,
Buda), 78 (1256, Paris); Giraud, ‘Totum officium bene correctum’, 154–5, with references to the relevant
decisions of the General Chapters.

69 For a detailed survey of this manuscript, see the contributions to Aux origines de la liturgie dominicaine: le
manuscrit Santa Sabina XIV L I, ed. Leonard E. Boyle, Pierre-Marie Gy and Pavel Krupa (Aubervilliers,
2004); Giraud, ‘Totum officium bene correctum’, 155–6.

70 Eleanor J. Giraud, ‘Dominican Chant and Liturgical Practice in England’, in A Companion to the English
Dominican Province, ed. Giraud and Linde, 343–69, esp. 358–63.

71 Christian Meyer, ‘Le tonaire des frères prêcheurs’, Archivum fratrum praedicatorum, 76 (2006), 117–56, at
131.

72 Tractatus, 21, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 145–7; it also occurs in a version of Pseudo Odo, transcribed by
Peter M. Lefferts from Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, MS lat. VIII.24 (3434), fols. 1r–7v in
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Jerome’s Tractatus does not include the closing injunction in the Dominican tonary
that antiphonaries, graduals and other chant books should use square notation on four
lines and that no one should knowingly change any letter or note, and that before any
new book was used, it needed to be corrected twice by reference to the correct exem-
plars.73 In chapter 23, however, Jerome picks up this criticism directed against copying
mistakes in manuscripts.74 In chapter 24 he then speaks about the effects of chant, ini-
tially drawing on John Cotton, but extending this with a comment that someone com-
posing chant should take care that the chant expresses what the words say.75 Jerome
explicitly offers the custom of poets (mos poetarum) as a guide for composing chant,
suggesting that he followed John of Garland in seeing verse and chant compositions
as closely connected to each other.76 Jerome describes the beauty of particular chants,
including one (Dum Samsonis) composed in 1253 for the Office of Peter Martyr, canon-
ised within eleven months of his being murdered (6 April 1252). If this discussion was
meant to accompany Humbert’s liturgical reform of 1254–6, Jerome must have pro-
duced this part of the Tractatus during those years, when Humbert moved from
being Provincial to Master of thewhole Order. Jerome concluded chapter 25 by declar-
ing that to compose beautiful chants one needed to have gladness of heart and not be
melancholic. It is possible that chapters 20–5 were originally a separate treatise, subse-
quently expanded with chapter 26 about mensurable music, which he defines as ‘skill
in modulation in sound and chant, consisting of measured harmonic time’.77

Jerome of Moray, musica mundana and Thomas Aquinas

If Jeromewas involved in assisting Humbert with the reform of the Dominican liturgy
in 1256, he could have developed his Tractatus de musica over the next decade or more,
while educating friars at Saint-Jacques not only in the principles and practice of plain-
chant but also (as evident from chapter 26) in polyphony. By the late 1260s, however,
Roger Bacon was questioning the Pythagorean notion that John took for granted – that
cosmic music was emitted by heavenly bodies. Bacon did so in his Opus Tertium, ded-
icated to Pope Clement IV (1265–8), declaring that musica mundanawas a popular fic-
tion, without any substance.78 This criticism was repeated by Johannes de Grocheio in
a text more likely to come from around 1270 than 1300. While Grocheio quotes from a
number of Aristotelian texts in circulation in the 1260s, he never explicitly mentions the

https://chmtl.indiana.edu/tml/9th-11th/ODODIAL_MVBM8-24 (accessed 1 September 2021), but not
in the printed version of this text.

73 Meyer, ‘Le tonaire’, 145.
74 Tractatus, 23, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 159.
75 Tractatus, 24, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 162. Jerome extends a passage of John Cotton with: ‘ideo secun-

dario necessarium est cantum component, quod scilicet ita proprie cantum componat, ut quod uerba
sonant, cantus uideatur exprimere, et ibi cantus pausacionem recipiat ubi finalis sensus uerborum
facit pausacionem’.

76 Tractatus, 24, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 163.
77 Tractatus, 26, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 167: ‘musica mensurabilis est pericia modulacionis sono cantu-

que consistens armonico tempore mensurata.’
78 Roger Bacon, Opus tertium, 59, ed. J. S. Brewer, Opera quaedam hactenus inedita (London, 1859), 229–30.
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discussion of music in the eighth book of Aristotle’s Politics, even if he shares similar
views about the social function of different musical genres. The Politics, translated
by William of Moerbeke in the early 1260s, was first explicitly discussed in Paris by
Thomas Aquinas during his time there, between late 1268 and spring 1272.79

On 10December 1270, Stephen Tempier, recently installed as bishop of Paris (1268–
79), launched a serious assault on those in the arts faculty who expounded various
doctrines, including that the world was eternal, taught in Aristotle’s De caelo.80 This
condemnation subsequently fed into other tensions within the faculty of arts.
Masters of the Norman nation from outside Rouen (thus including Johannes de
Grocheio), hostile to Eudes Rigaud, archbishop of Rouen and an ally of Stephen
Tempier, supported Siger of Brabant as rector between 1272 and 1275. They did not
accept as rector Aubry of Reims (himself a distinguished Aristotelian scholar) sup-
ported by the other nations. The conflict was resolved only in 1275 with the election
of Peter of Auvergne as rector.81 Grocheio’s polemical comments about followers of
John of Garland in the Ars musice echo the polarised situation of the university in
the early 1270s.

These criticisms of Grocheio help explain why Jerome interpolated into chapter 7 of
his Tractatus (introduced as Subdiviones musice secundum Ricardum) a long passage
from Thomas Aquinas near the beginning of his commentary on Aristotle’s De caelo,
in which he explains that Aristotle was only questioning the notion that heavenly bod-
ies produced physical sounds, not that of heavenlymusic in itself.82 Jerome never iden-
tifies Thomas as his authority, as if Thomas had not yet acquired his posthumous fame.
Jerome presents the speaker as Aristotle, but concludes the long extract by observing
that he left it to those greater than himself to say which of the opinions was more
true.83 In this passage, Thomas draws on the Platonising commentary of Simplicius
on the De caelo, translated by William of Moerbeke, completed on 15 June 1271 and
sent to Thomas by William later in that year. While it is generally assumed that
Thomas started his commentary on the De caelo only after returning to Naples in
1272–3, the fact that Jerome never identifies its author suggests that he did so before
Thomas’s unexpected death on 7March 1274.84 Thomas’s posthumous fame is evident
from a letter sent by the arts faculty to the Dominican Order in May 1274 asking that
both Thomas’s remains and various writings be sent to Paris. This included the unfin-
ished commentaries on the De caelo and Politics that Peter of Auvergne would com-
plete, suggesting that Peter himself, a former rector of the arts faculty, could have

79 Summa theologiae, IIa IIae q. 91 art. 2. For further discussion of Grocheio’s date, see the introduction by
Mews et al. to Ars musice, 10–12.

80 Chartularium, ed. Denifle and Châtelain, 1: 486–7, no. 432.
81 Chartularium, ed. Denifle and Châtelain, 1: 521–30, no. 460.
82 Tractatus, 7, ed. Meyer and Lobrichon, 23–31, quoting Thomas Aquinas, In Aristotelis libros De caelo et

mundo, II.9.14, ed. Leonina, Opera omnia 3 (Rome, 1886),
83 Tractatus, 7, ed.Meyer and Lobrichon, 31: ‘Sed que tantorumuirorum sit uerior opinion, id non temerarie

diffinimus, sed nostris maioribus determinanda relinquimus.’
84 Jean-Pierre Torrell, Saint Thomas, vol. 1: The Person and his Work, trans. Robert Royal, rev. edn

(Washington DC, 2005), 234 and 344.
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made this request.85 The fact that Jerome never mentions Thomas’s name makes it
more likely that he added this passage while Thomas was still in Paris, namely,
between late 1271 and his leaving Paris in spring 1272. Thomas may have expanded
this into the beginning of his commentary on the De caelo after his return to Naples.

At the beginning of his discussion ofmusica mundana in chapter 6, Jerome gives no
indication that Boethian ideas were being criticized. The fact that he silently introduces
Thomas’s discussion into a chapter about the divisions of music according to Richard
of Saint-Victor suggests that it was not part of the original Tractatus. Franco of Cologne
makes no reference at all to Boethian notions ofmusica mundana and humana in his Ars
cantus mensurabilis, as his focus was on notation rather than speculative theory.
Johannes de Grocheio was raised in a very different educational environment from
John of Garland. He went beyond Franco in seeking to rethink the nature of music
as a whole. Rather than speak about musica plana and musica mensurabilis as defined
previously all by number, Grocheio focused on music as sound. He proposed distin-
guishing between musica vulgalis as vernacular song and composed, regulated or
canonical music (musica mensurata) as distinct from ecclesiastical music, which he
defined as based on the two preceding genres.86 Jerome of Moray was himself very
interested in the practicalities of making music and concluded his Tractatus with an
account of how to tune the rubeba and the vielle (as if he had skill with the instruments),
but sought to defend the theory of Boethius by appealing to Thomas, then present at
Saint-Jacques.

Franco, Lambert and the Anonymous of St Emmeram

The argument put forward by Frobenius that Franco advocated a new notational sys-
tem around 1280 was based on very slender grounds, namely, the absence of reference
to his teaching by the Anonymous of St Emmeram, preserved in a manuscript copied
in 1279.87 Its versified summary of John of Garland’s Dmm concludes with a final
Amen, but then adds a verse colophon, which declares that this versified copy,
made in 1279, is the ‘grand-daughter’ of the original prose version of Dmm (of
which its versification is a ‘daughter’).88 This means that the copy with its added col-
ophon was made in 1279, not that the entire versification of Dmm and accompanying
prose commentary were produced in that year. This versification (which deserves
more attention than possible here) ismore than a summary ofDmm. It carries out a sus-
tained polemic against Lambert, who had apparently been nurtured on that treatise on

85 Chartularium, ed. Denifle and Châtelain, 1: 504–5, no. 447.
86 Ars musice, 6.2, ed. Mews et al., 60.
87 See preceding n. 3.
88 De musica mensurata, ed. Yudkin, 288: ‘Quis mea complevi compendia, floribus aevi. / Hic metra de

prosa qui finxit luce iocosa. Vivat in aeternum regem laudando supernum. Amen.’ This is followed
by: ‘Anno millesimo ducentisimo quoque nono / Post decies septem, cartam prosae fore neptem /
Decrevi festo Clementis carmine praesto. / Sit decus huic musae praesens velut ore Medusae /
Hostes contrivit, sic scriba suos ubi vivit. Amen.’
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mensurable music, but had rejected certain of its core teachings.89 Exactly when
Lambert was writing is not clear, but he repeats Boethian assumptions about the uni-
verse held together by harmony. This suggests that Lambert was writing perhaps in
the 1240s or early 1250s.While the colophonmay have been added in 1279 by someone
who still promoted John of Garland’s teaching, music theory had developed consider-
ably from the ideas first laid out in his De mensurabili musica. This would fit in with
Yudkin’s proposed identification of the master being criticized as Lambert, dean of
Soignies in Flanders, who drew up a will in old age in 1270, witnessed by Robert of
Sorbonne (1201–74).90 Jerome did not consider it worth including Lambert’s treatise
in his overview, since it had been superseded by that of Franco. When Johannes de
Grocheio was writing his Ars musice, c.1270, he referred back to Lambert and Franco
as both making significant contributions to the evolution of music theory.91

Franco is reported in a rubric to a manuscript of Saint-Dié as a papal chaplain
(an honorific title) and preceptor (or head) of the Cologne house of the hospital of
St John of Jerusalem (a title not used after 1258).92 Jerome gives no clue that he
ever encountered Franco, only that his notational system was promoted by John
of Burgundy, as also attested by Anonymous IV.93 His decision to place the treatises
of Franco and Petrus Picardus after that of John of Garland is deliberate. Newer
modes of notation seem to have been introduced at Notre-Dame during the time
of a new bishop, Renaud Mignon de Corbeil (1249–68), who intervened much less
in university affairs than his long-lived predecessor as bishop of Paris, William of
Auvergne (1226–49). By the 1250s, the notational traditions established in the time
of Perotin were becoming as outdated as unquestioning acceptance of Boethian
notions of musica mundana. The appointment of Stephen Tempier as bishop (1268–
79) marked a return to episcopal intervention in the affairs of the university, provok-
ing protest from masters in the Norman nation. Johannes de Grocheio was part of
this group, when he criticised John of Garland for not keeping up with an
Aristotelian approach to music. Jerome of Moray, being familiar with the teachings
of both John of Garland and Franco, was well placed to show how masters of both
generations had much to offer.

89 Lambert, Tractatus de musica, ed. ChristianMeyer and trans. Karen Desmond, The ‘ArsMusica’Attributed
to Magister Lambertus/Aristoteles (Farnham, 2015), 8–12 (on musica).

90 Reimer, Dmm, 1: 8; Grocheio, Ars musice, 18.7, ed. Mews et al., 82.
91 Grocheio, Ars musice, 17.8 and 17.10, ed. Mews et al., 80 (Lambert on nine modes and Franco on five

modes).
92 Hans-Jurgen Rieckenberg, ‘Zur Biographie des Musiktheoretikers Franco von Köln’, Archiv für

Kulturgeschichte, 42 (1960), 280–93, suggests that Franco was a scholasticus at St Cunibert, attested in
1216, 1225, 1227, 1237 and 1239, and then at the cathedral between 1243 and his death on 23
November 1247. This allows Franco to have been in Paris in the years 1239–43, when the archbishop
of Cologne was in conflict with Frederick II. Michel Huglo doubts this hypothesis, but gives no date
for Franco in ‘Recherches sur la personne et l’oeuvre de Francon’, Acta Musicologica, 71 (1999), 1–18,
other than observing thatmost of hismotet examples are frombefore 1250.Huglo dated Franco’s activity
to 1260–5 in ‘De Francon de Cologne à Jacques de Liège’, Revue belge de Musicologie, 34/35 (1980/1981),
44–60.

93 Der Musiktraktat des Anonymus IV, ed. Fritz Reckow, 2 vols. (Stuttgart, 1967), 1: 46 and 50.
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Conclusion

Jerome ofMoray’s Tractatus de musica provides a fascinatingwindow into the evolution
of music theory in Paris between the 1220s and the early 1270s. Any attempt to estab-
lish Jerome’s career is necessarily provisional. Nonetheless, it does seem more likely
that Jerome came from Moray in Scotland rather than Moravia in eastern Europe,
and that he may first have encountered early Parisian polyphony at St Andrews, per-
haps in the 1230s. While Jerome would have encountered Dominicans in Scotland
(possibly including the music theorist called Simon Tailler), Jerome decided to join
the Order only after pursuing studies in Paris. It seems likely that he studied under
John of Garland in the 1240s. A parallel between John of Garland’s Ciceronian defini-
tion of scientia as ‘knowledge of the thing itself’ and that promoted in the Summa fratris
Alexandri (from the school of Alexander of Hales, d. 1245) supports the idea that John
formulated his teaching on musica plana (quoted by Jerome) before the 1250s, when
Aristotle’sDe caelo and other writings becamewidely established in the university cur-
riculum. Rather than assuming that John of Garland taughtmusic at the university, it is
more plausible – given his knowledge of Perotin andNotre-Dame polyphony – that he
did so at the cathedral school, not subject to the same curriculum restraints as the fac-
ulty of arts. In chapter 26 of the Tractatus, about mensurable music, Jerome included
not just the Positio discantus vulgaris, an account of polyphonic practice that he reports
was used in different nations (perhaps including Scotland), but was also mindful of
how John of Garland corrected these traditions. At the same time, Jerome was aware
that music theory also evolved after John of Garland and therefore also incorporated
treatises by Franco of Cologne and a disciple, Petrus Picardus, into that chapter of
his Tractatus.

Rather than indicating that Franco of Cologne was writing around 1280, and that
Jerome compiled his Tractatus sometime after that date, Grocheio’s Ars musice implies
that Franco’s teaching was widely established by the 1260s. Jerome joined the Order of
Preachers sometime during the time that Humbert of Romans was the French prior
provincial (1244–54) and then its Master (1254–63). Humbert likely recruited Jerome
specifically to help him promote liturgical uniformity within the Order, a task compli-
cated by regional differences between individual provinces, which had tended to
adopt local practices. The rapid expansion of the Order internationally made it vital
to establish uniformity. Jerome, familiar with liturgical practice in the British Isles
while also being part of the French province, was ideally placed to pursue this task
under the direction of Humbert. The fact that the official liturgy of the Order, man-
dated by Humbert in 1256, should share so much material in common with the prac-
tices of churches in Britain suggests that he may have asked Jerome to assist in this
project. Jerome quoted from the Dominican tonary within his Tractatus, but situated
it in a much wider discussion of the principles that should underpin the composition
of any new liturgical chant. Jerome’s discussion is marked by a concern with doing
things by licence (licencialiter), making Dominican tradition not quite as rigid as in
the CistercianOrder, even though it sharedmany of its principles, including avoidance
of an excessive number of differentiae for each tone.
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Jerome’s Tractatus de musica deserves to be appreciated as a work in continuous
evolution between 1256 and 1271. He wanted to restore respect for the contribution
of John of Garland, while also acknowledging the emergence of a new generation of
theorists, in particular Franco of Cologne. Perhaps after already compiling much of
his Tractatus Jerome decided that he should respond to those, such as Roger Bacon
and Johannes de Grocheio, who supported Aristotle’s criticism in the De caelo of the
notion that heavenly spheres produced music. He did so by incorporating a long dis-
cussion of Aristotle’s argument by Thomas Aquinas. The fact that Jerome does not
identify its author in his Tractatus suggests that he obtained that discussion directly
from Thomas sometime between late 1271 and his departure from Paris in spring
1272, before his unexpected death in 1274.

Muchmorework is needed on texts that reproduce the teaching of John of Garland,
including the so-called Anonymous of St Emmeram, a versification of John’s De men-
surabili musicawith prose commentary. While the surviving copy of this text may have
been produced in 1279, its text itself may be much older. The fact that it does not men-
tion Franco does not mean that his new notational system was composed only in 1280.
Franco’s teaching, like that of Lambert, berated by the Anonymous of St Emmeram,
had certainly gained ground by around 1270, when Johannes de Grocheio formulated
his criticism of John of Garland and his followers for ignoring Aristotle’s teaching
about heavenly bodies. Jerome of Moray’s perspective on his teachers was less polem-
ical. He appreciated thatmusic theory had been continually evolving over the course of
his lifetime. Jerome argued that much could be gained by going back to the ancients,
above all to Boethius, as well as by considering more recent theorists.
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